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Chapter 1 

Communication and African Culture: 
A Sociological Analysis 

Andrew A. Moemeka 
University of Lagos 

Lagos, Nigeria 

There is need to attain se lf definition and knowledge of African Cultural while Africa 
undergoe; change and external influence. o :.eslie. l9in 

With an area of about II . 7 million square miles, Africa is the second 
largest of the continents and the most compact. Its population was estimated 
in 1987 to be about 600 million (World Almanac, 1988), comprising over 
5,000 ethnic groups. This diversity has given rise to differences in language, 
religion and other cultural identities which have prompted some culture 
schola rs to see Africa as a land of many cultures. But, in spite of the dif
ferences, th e fundamental basis of the values, norms and mores of Africa 
remains un ique. Hence is also talk about the African Culture. 

The firs t problem one faces in the discussion of the concept of culture 
in Africa is that of resolving this conflict between the monolit h ic thrust im
plied in the concept of African Culture, and the multiculturality perspective 
in the concept of African cultures. Numerous research studies have been con
ducted o n this issue. Some of these studies affirm that, because of the multi
ethnic nat ure of African peoples, there is no identifiable body of traits which 
can be referred to as "African Culture." For example, Fortes (1972} has posed 
th e q uestion: 

By what criteria can we include under this rubric (African Culture) both the culture of the 
Kung Bushmen of the Kalaha~i- those gentle, peaceful, propertyless , hunting and collec
ting folk . . . and the traditional patterns of life and thought of the sophisticated, materially 
wea lthy, politically and socially complex,militarily organised kingdoms of West Africa
Ashanti, Benin, Yoruba and Hausa? (p. ix). 
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Other adherents of ethnic pluralism a nd assumed diversity of cultures 
in Africa include Turnbull (1962); Hunter (1963); Levine (1966); Cohen and 
Middleton (1970); Middleton (1970) and Olorunsola (1972) . Even though these 
other adherents do not completely deny the existence of any authentic African 
culture, they are all heavily inclined towards ethnocultural pluralism . The 
implicit question all of them seem to be asking is: if multi-culturality is a 
fact of the A frican cultural environm ent, how can any one speak of an 
African culture? 

Dualism/ Marginality 

Before we take up the views of scholars who have tried to provide answers 
to the question, it is necessary to recognise that there is a middle-of-the-road 
view of culture in Africa. What one ma$y refer to as the cultural marginali
ty or dualism perspective. This view partially agrees that there are some 
cultural patterns which retain some distinctively African, rather than ethnic, 
characteristics . However, it adds that because of cultural interaction between 
Africa and the West, these cultural patterns have been tremendously modified 

• or transformed into something which is neither African nor Western. In sup-

/ 

port of this view, Turnbull (1962) has pointed out that the contemporary 
African stands in-between the African tradition and the Western tradition; 
that he belongs to neither of the two traditions and consequently experiences 
some feeling of loneliness . In this regard, Sanda (1979) draws attention to 
Chinua Achebe's No Longer at Ease and Wole Soyinka's The Lion and the 
Jewel which depict the conflict of cultures which the authors perceived as 
attendant on the process of cultural interaction between Africa and the West. 
Ricard ( 1970) put the problem succintly when he observed that "the (African) 
writer finds himself in a very ambiguous situation ... On the one hand, he 
affirms the dignity of his own culture and that of his language. On the other 
hand, he uses a Western language, and often, his cultural references are 
Western." (p . 1). 

This duali~m or marginalit y perspective questions the extent to which 
the various aspects of African culture are totally African . And adherents of 
the perspective either suggest that a hybrid culture is emerging in Africa or 
admit that both African and Western cultural patterns are co-existing in the 
contemporary context. 

A fricanity 

A third group of culture scholars strongly believes in the existence of 
a uthentic African culture that is easily identifiable and has a powerful im-
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pact on the behaviour and world-view of the African. This group does not 
deny ethnocultural pluralism in Africa; nor does it deny cultural dualism . 
But it gives pro.minence to the reality of African Culture as distinguishable 
from either the cultures of different African ethnic groups or from Western, 
Eastern and other cultures. This distinctive African culture is what Maquet 
(1972) has called Africanity and Uchendu ( 1988) has used to underscore the 
cultural implications for African Unity. 

Two studies are particularly relevant here. The first is that by 
Ademuwagun (1971) who compared different aspects of African culture as 
manifested by African students in the United States with aspects of American 
culture as reflected in American students and found significant differences. 
One of the many typically African cultural traits is polygyny. Another is con
siderable deference to age and seniority - a cultural trait that frowns on 
the use of first names unless within the same age group. Ademuwagun (1971) 
holds that these facts of culture are different from what prevails in the United 
States among Americans and other Western people. His position falls in line 
with those of Southall ( 1969); Mair ( 1969); Ayisi ( 1972); Maquet ( 1972) and 
Ajayi (1988). 

African culture has also been found to differ significantly in many 
respects from European and other cultures. Jahn (1961) asserts than "African 
Culture is ... a culture of the 'How', of the Kuntu; while present-day Euro
pean culture has become a culture that emphasizes the thing, Kintu, above 
everything" (p. 237). The uniqueness of African cultural form or Africanity 
has also engaged the attention of Maquet ( 1972). He notes that a study of 
the monograph on the cultures of certain individual African societies would 
reveal tremendous similarities of cultural forms. Maquet also argues strong
ly that Africanity is reflected in various aspects of culture such as marriage, 
family, lineage system, belief system, value orientation, production system 
and world views. This is particularly true of the West African sub-region 
where Aina ( 1988) found enough evidence to be able to conclude: 

The primary cultural phenomena and interactions of pre-colonial West Africa extended beyond 
the boundaries of contemporary nation-states; contained major similarities in institutions, 
languages and artifacts, and contain and have provided institutions and mechanisms for 
inter-ethnic interaction and incorporation (p. 34). 

What the adherents of a distinctively African culture arc saying is that, 
in spite of differences in details and the impact of acculturation, there are 
cu ltural values and attitudes which transcend ethnic boundaries in Africa. 

-
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. This is the stand taken in this chapter. It is a stand which recognizes that 

r 
"cultural values and attitudes are informed by the philosophical foundations 

I of African culture, which are basic to the understanding of all aspects of 
the culture" (J ahn , 1961 ). This philosophical base forms the thrust of our 
discussion of the relationship between communication and culture in the 

(' 

African environment. 

Interrelationship of Communication and African Culture 

Any discu ssion o f African C ulture mu st be limited to a few aspects in 
order to be focused enough to help comprehension . This is because, in both 
scope and depth , the richness of African Culture is almost without limit. 
Our discussion here is, therefore, confined to five of the basic principles that 
inform established norms, mores and values , and how there are interwined 
with communication. It is important to point out here that culture and com
munication have a symbiotic relationship . Culture determines the code, con
text and meaning of communication; and communication is the life-wire of 
any culture; without communication no culture can survive. The basic prin
ciples that are discussed below have generated traits that affect or underlie 
the reason why people communicate, how they communicate, in what con
text and with whom they communicate. 

Communication here re fers to what occurs in ' traditiona l' or rural 
African environment, where 'pure' African culture predominates. The two 
major systems of communication - verbal and non-verbal - that obtain 
everywhere are also operational in the African communication environment. 
But while the elders in Africa have the right to communicate mostly verbal
ly, the youth and younger generations in .general are, by tradition, expected 
to communicate mostly non-verbally. Because of their little experience in life, 
the youth are expected to watch, listen and act according to what is seen as 
best for the people as indicated by the elderly. This norm is buttressed by 
many proverbs and adages. An example of this is from the Wolof of Senegal 
which says : "The child looks everywhere and very often sees nothing, but 
the elderly man while sitting down sees everything". In a like manner , the 

I Aniocha of Nigeria hold that the "the child may have a cock, but it must 
' crow in the compound of the elder" . 

Tra nsmission of culture in most rura l African societies is almost entire
ly through interpersonal communication carried out in dyads, small groups 
(family meetings) and large groups (village meetings). The market-place, the 
village school and social forums and funeral occasions also serve as impor
tant channels for disseminating cultural information. In addition, story-tellers, 
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ballard chanters and p raise-~ingers relive the exploits and experiences of past 
and present generations and thus help educate the younger generation . 

Of particular importance arc three instruments - the gong, ihe flute 
and the drum - which are significant ch annels of communicat ion and in
formation in the political life of the African. Though used differently in dif
ferent communities, their widespread use attests to their cultural significance. 
In the main, they play the triple role of informing the community, mediating 
interpersona l communication and serving as tools for entertainment. 
llowcvcr, the gongman is almost invariably a political message bearer. Us
ing the gong to gain attention, he delivers important messages from the leader 
and / or his council to the community . When the flute and the drum are used 
for the purpose~ or the government of the . ~munity rather than for enter
tainment, they arc each seen a~ 'cmergcncy,_channel' . They are used to in
fortn the community of ~criou s impending dangers, catastrophes, flagrant 
\ iolat ion or taboo~. deal h of the leader' visit of important dignitaries, declara
tion of war~. etc .. and to summon the community to meetings. 

/\'we ha\T pointed out ehcwherc. communication in traditional African 
communitic~ is a matter of human inter-relationships (Moemeka, 1984). In 
-.w:h rura l .-.cttings, communication is almost always a question of attitude 
to one\ neighbour. Therefore, acceptance or rejection of information and 
new ideas is dependent on how such an action will affect established rela
tion~hip~ which, invariably, have been shaped by the culture. When com
munication i~ vertical, it follows the hierarchical socio-political positions 
wi thin the community . Consequently, what a person says is as important as 
who he i~; both the WHAT and the WHO are generally in consonance with 
pub lic expect at ions or societal norms. In other words, statuses within the 
co mmunity carry with them certain cultural limitations as to what to say and 
how to ~ay it . Horizontal communication is based on a number of criteria 
among which arc age-grades, occupation, geographical proximity and ethnic 
affinity. Ba~ically, therefore, communication is carried on strictly according 
to the cstab li ~hcd norms and mores of the community . These norms, mores 
and va l ue~ derive from some basic principles, five of which arc discussed here. 

The Supremat·y of the Community 

In 1\friL·a. the communit~' take~ preccdct tcc over the individual, a lthough 
it depends on him for its existence, stabi lity and progress. This Africa n 
cu lt ura l trait is exemplified in Nigeria which has more than 400 ethnic groups 
a ll of which place the interest of the community over that of the individual. 
In the Ben del State of Nigeria, urgent personal matters are, of necessity, 

-
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suspended if there is a call for community manual labour. In the North of 
the country, individual grievances are, at best, ignored if they are at variance 
with the interest of the community as a whole. In the East, rules rather than 
rulers or individuals are the essential mechanisms for social order (Green, 
1964). 

In all the communities, if what an individual has to say is not in the 
interest of the community, no matter how relevant and important it may be 
to that individual, he would be bound by tradition to "swallow his words". 
He may, of course, whisper his complaints into the ears of those who may 
be able to help in ways that would not conflict with community interest. This 
concern for the welfare of ALL instead of that of a FEW is upheld not only 
among the ethnic groups of Nigeria, but also among such other groups across 
Africa as the Wolof of Senegal, the Akan of Ghana, the Kikuyu of Kenya, 
the Tutsi of Burundi and the Zulu of South Africa. 

The Utility of the Individual 

This principle places emphasis on collective responsibility and co
operation. If the community depends on the individual for its existence, it 
goes without saying that the individual is considered very important, even 
though his importance is only in the context of the welfare of the communi
ty. The community enjoins its members each to be his brother's keeper. In 
this way, it discharges its responsibility for guiding and protecting the welfare 
of individuals. The man without food is fed by his neighbour; the farmer 
who suddenly falls sick mid-way in the farming season has his farm-work 
completed for him by the community; the widow has a right to expect to 
live on the generosity of the community. This cultral trait which transcends 
ethnic and linguistic groups in Africa finds expression in some aspects of 
African oral literature or proverbs. The Fante of Ghana transmit this value 
with the proverb: "The poor kinsman does not lack a resting place"; the 
lgbo of Nigeria with: "Two children of the same mother do not need a lamp 
to eat together even in the darkest corner"; and the Zulu with: "Hands wash 
each other''. 

Another area where the utility of the individual is recognized in is the 
generation of ideas. In spite of the supremacy of the community, the in
dividual does not see himself as a slave but as an important member of the 
community which he serves and whose peace, good government and pro
gress will eventually be of direct benefit to him. Tradition confers on him 
the right to say how he thinks the community should be run. When public 
issues are thrown open for discussion, he is given a hearing if he wants to 
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contribute. In fact, tradition demands that he should "say his mind" in order 
to be seen as contributing to the government and welfare of the community . 
It is only after a decision has been taken and given a ritual binder that fur
ther opinions and views from the individual become irrelevant. Before then 
such views and opinions are regarded as very important. It is the synthesis 
of such individual views and opinions which form the basis of community 
decisions. 

The Sanctity of Authority 

Every community. big or small , monolithic or multi-ethnic has a leader. 
The title of this leader differs from community to community; so also is the 
amount of power bestowed on the office . However , the leader is the first 
citizen of the community and is generally given the honour and prestige befit
ting that position. Among very many ethnic groups, he is both the temporal 
and spiritual head of the community and is therefore seen as representing 
divine providence . Among the Yoruba of Nigeria, for example, popular max
im regarding the leader calls him: "the King, the Commander and the Wielder 
of Authority, next to the Almighty" (Okediji, 1970, p. 205). This eulogizing 
maxim agrees with the proverb among the Ashanti of Ghana which says of 
the king that "after the elephant there is no other animal." The leader is, 
however, expected to be above reproach. Whether he rules supreme or rules 
through a cabinet, the community expects of him no less than what the status 
and honou r bestowed on him demand . The demands of the supremacy of 
the community affect even the leader who is not above the community. 

Respect for Old Age 

In Africa. old age i~ honourable and old men and women are treated 
with dignity and respect. The aged are seen as the repositories of wisdom 
and knowledge and, therefore, as assets of great value to the community. 
Hence the Fante of Ghana hold that " the word of the elder is more power
ful than the thunder". In addition, it is strongly held that living to a 'ripe' 
age is evidence of a life of justice, chastity, fair-play and high integrity, a 
life well-spent observing and respecting the norms and mores of society. The 
aged, therefore, serve as examples for the youth to follow. Herein lies the 
significance of an Ashanti proverb which warns that "when a child does not 
li sten to the words of his father (elders) he eats food which has no salt"; 
and of the lgbo that "a child who demands to be his own master (does not 
take advice from elders) sleeps in the cold". 

-
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However, the number of years of life alone docs not always elicit respect 
and recognition. It is expected that nothing but words of wisdom and good 
counsel should come from the aged. In order that words of wisdom may 
continuously come from the elders for the benefit of the community, they 
are given a place of honour in the government of the community, and their 
advice, in general, is not easily set aside or ignored. The aged guide the com 
munity, leading it to actions that would fall in line with the cherished tradi 
tions of the people. The older one is, the greater the respect one gets. hut 
the greater the responsibility for guarding and guidin g the community. The 
importance of age in the government of the comnHtnity i' traditionallv 
acknowledged in Africa. The Sidamo of Ethiopia have their / .ua. that i..,, 
political gerontocracy; and the lgbo of Nigeria, their 0:</Jo. that i.., g.ctlL'ra 
tiona! system of social order. Both derive from the ntlturally inhncnt t1:1it 
of giving due respect to age in Africa. 

Religion as a Way of Life 

Religion pervades the life of the African. Commenting on this rcligiPu.., trait 
in the African, Mbiti (1969) has observed that "wherever the African i..,, thnc 
is his religion; he carries it to the fields where he is sowing ~ecd~ or harvesting· 
a new crop; he takes it with him to the beer party or to attend a funeral 
ceremony" (p. 2). 

·The African may not be a christian; but christianit~· i' not all that there 
is in religious beliefs or reverence to the Almighty God. It is Pllt 
of great reverence for the true God that the African resorts to going through 
lesser gods who must intervene between man and the Almighty. 

Because religion pervades all of hi, life. the African docs llPt make for 
mal distinction between the sacred and the secular, or between the rcligiou~ 
and the non-religious, or between the spiritual and the material areas of life . 
The African community is both secular and religious at the same time, but 
the religious part tends to be overshadowed because the 'best' way of 
behaviour at any one point in time is dictated by the accepted norms of the 
community which, in turn, are based on the religious beliefs of the communi 
ty. The part which religion plays in the life of the African and his communi 
ty is particularly pervasive because the gods through which the people seck 
the blessings of the Almighty God arc -;ymbolil'allv very ncar, and their 
presence is felt everywhere - in the village square, in the market place, on 
the streets, along the footpaths and in the home. Being god' of immediate 
retribution, they inspire awe and fear. Their symbolic pro\imity greatly help' 
to ensure that individuals abide by the norms and more' of the community. 
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Conclusion 

The five philosphiocal foundations or basic principles that underlie the culture 
determine, in traditional Africa, who say what to whom, when, why and 
in what context. In other words, the culture determines the basis, content, 
context and direction of communication in the community. 

Each of the five 'pi llars of African culture can be reified as communica
tion source and seen as communication itself. Once assimilated by the in
dividual, each of them commun icates it s own values, and thus helps to guide 
individual and societa l behaviour according to the culture of the communi
ty. ror example, the Utility of the Individual demands abhorrence of 
~d fi~h n ess, reward for considerate behaviour, concern for the under
privileged, love of one's kinsman, respect for life and the right of participa
tion. It s basic injunct ion is that the community should recognize every 
member as useful and every member should be concerned about the welfare 
of every o ther member . 

The bonds of society are the shared symbols, rituals, values and beliefs 
of its members, and it is in these th at the 'meaning' of the society is contain
ed (Ross, 1976). In African communities, through communication, social 
bonds direct indi vid ual actions towards meeting social approval, and guide 
social behaviour towards the development of the life of the community and 
of its culture . Differences in details notwith standing, the modes and systems 
as well as instruments of communication a nd existing cultural traits are a ll 
informed by basic cultural foundations which are African rather than ethnic. 
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